ACTIVITY
Guide
Mama Miti's
"Green Belt of Peace"
supplies

Paper: Gather several different kinds of
colored paper (make sure you have lots of
green and brown). You can use pretty much
any kind of paper--old magazines, used
wrapping paper or shopping bags, tissue
paper, construction paper, etc.
Non-toxic glue sticks, or glue and a small
paintbrush or cotton swab if using twigs or
leaves
Scissors
Any dry media you like for color! This
includes: Colored pencils, markers, crayons,
stamps and ink pads, soft pastels, etc. (You
can also use paints or wet media, but that
can get messy)

instructions

Begin by creating a background (or
environment) for your trees on a piece of
paper or cardstock. Experiment with
colored pencils, markers, crayons, torn or
cut paper-- Use your imagination!
Then, use different kinds of paper (or
even real plant parts, like twigs or leaves!),
scissors and glue stick (or glue) to create
different kinds of trees to include in your
peaceful land.
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CREATE A MIXED-MEDIA “GREEN BELT OF PEACE”!
An art project inspired by Mama Miti by Donna Jo Napoli
Illustrated by Kadir Nelson

There are so many kinds of trees in the world, and as we learn in
Mama Miti, they are all unique! Some trees provide cooling shade,
others share nourishing fruit or aromatic leaves. People (and
animals!) also use some trees or their wood for shelter.
Wangari Maathai was well-loved for her knowledge of the trees
and their medicine but also for her vision. Share your vision of a
landscape where people live in balance with nature, starting with
collaged trees inspired by Kadir Nelson's illustrations.

BONUS ACTIVITY
Name the kinds of trees that you would like to see growing in the
peaceful land of your imagination. Think about the different kinds
of trees that are in the story: mubiru muiru, mukuyu, murigono,
thigi. They all look different and have different characters,
medicine, and uses.
Imagine (and maybe even draw) how the people and animals in your
peaceful land would use, eat, or live in harmony with trees.
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